
Rhode Island Fire Chiefs Honor Flight Hub

The RIFC Honor Flight Hub is a 501 (c) (3) tax exempt organization
whose mission is to transport America’s veterans to Washington, DC to visit and reflect at those memorials built to 
honor their service and sacrifice.  

Since being recognized as a “Hub” of the Honor Flight Network in August 2012 we have taken 24 Honor 
Flights to Washington, DC.  On those 24 Honor Flights, we’ve transported 507 WW II veterans, 130 Korean War 
veterans and 13 Vietnam War veteran as well as veterans of all of the Gulf Wars on Terrorism to visit their 
memorials and we do this free of any charge to our veterans

We would greatly appreciate your support, and because of your support, we will continue our mission of 
thanking our veterans by transporting them to D.C. on this trip of a lifetime.

Mission Statement: Transport America's veterans to Washington, D.C. to visit those 
memorials dedicated to honor their service and sacrifices.

Goal: Helping every single veteran in America, willing and able of 
getting on a plane or a bus, visit THEIR memorial.

Priority: Top priority is given to America's most senior heroes — 
survivors of World War II and any veteran with a terminal illness
who wishes to visit THEIR memorial. The program will naturally 
transition to Korean War, Vietnam War and all other veterans 
who served, on a chronological basis.

Eligibility: All men and women serving stateside or overseas.

Philosophy: Since America felt it was important to build a memorial to the 
service and the ultimate sacrifice of her veterans, the Honor 
Flight Network believes it's equally important that they actually 
get to visit and experience THEIR memorial.

Chief George S. Farrell (retired), Founder - Chairman
Rhode Island Fire Chiefs Honor Flight Hub

Mailing - P.O. Box 28132, Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Office – 150 Niantic Ave., Providence, RI 02907

Phone – Office - 401-354-7905 or Mobile -401-741-7999
Email – rifirechiefshonorflight@gmail.com

Web site – www.rihonorflight.com

The Rhode Island Fire Chiefs Honor Flight Hub is and Official Hub of the Honor Flight Network™

http://www.rihonorflight.com/

